Dearest Elz

We are now under a new Battalion, the 231 Trans Trk. Ptn. It is composed of all Negro Personnel from the Lt Col on down. It was a National Guard outfit that was recently activated and recalled to active duty and sent overseas to Korea. In it there are many Officers, one Lt Col, two Majors, many Captains and Lieutenants—all colored. They are all young. The Lt Col is about 36 yrs old. Most of them got out of the army or were discharged and under the economy programs they joined the National Guard—got promotions during peacetime, and are now high up in the ranks. That is exactly
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We are now under a new Battalion, the 231 Trans Trk Bn. It’s composed of all NEGRO personnel from the Lt Col on down. It was a National Guard outfit that was recently activated and recalled to active duty and sent overseas to Korea. In it there are many Officers, one Lt Col, two Majors, many Captains and Lieutenants – all colored. They are all young. The Lt / Col is about 36 yrs old.

Most of them got out of the army or were Lieutenants who mustered out under the economy program as lieutenants. They joined the National Guard – got promotions during peacetime and are now high up in the ranks. That is exactly
what I had wanted to do, am so sorry I did not follow up my desire. Needless to say, those of us who have remained or continued active duty are more thoroughly versed in current any procedures, etc., but they hold the rank and it won't be long before they come back up to par.

Since this BN is all colored, the powers that be have already begun to shift about the companies that have white officers. The result will be that the new 231 F. T. BN, will inherit all companies with colored officers & white officered companies will be sent south or transferred to another battalion.

However many short comings the new BN may have, they count equal in number or be worse than those identified with the old battalion we are no longer under.
what I had wanted to do. Am so sorry I did not follow up my desire.

Needless to say, those of us who have remained on continuous active duty are more thoroughly versed in current army procedures, etc., but they hold the rank and it won’t be long before they come look up to par.

Since this Bn. is all colored, the powers-that-be have already begun to shift about the companies that have white officers. The result will be that the new 231 T.T. Bn. will inherit all companies with colored officers + white officered companies will be sent South or transferred to another battalion.

However many short comings the new Bn. may have, they cannot equal in number or be worse than those identified with the old battalion we are no longer under.
In fact, we are all happy about the changeover and wish best to our new headquarters.

I am enclosing $700 in money orders. The money is that which were allotted to bonds which you have not been receiving. We had allotted $75 for a $100 bond and another $37 for a $50 bond making a total of $112.50 allotted for $150 worth of bonds. Each bond is due to us for the months of August through December 1950—a total of 5 months. In lieu of the bonds which cannot be allotted from this combat zone, I have been paid the money—a total of $562 for $750 worth of bonds. I want you to take the money orders and buy bonds. So benefiting now, $692 of the $700 enclosed will buy a total of $925 worth of bonds.

(Money orders numbers: 902, 903, 904, 905, 906, 908, and 909)
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In fact, we are all happy about the changeover and wish luck to our new headquarters.

I am enclosing $700.00 in money orders. The money is that which were allotted to bonds which you have not been receiving.

We had allotted $75.00 for a $100.00 bond and another $37.50 for a $50.00 bond...

making a total of $112.50 allotted for $150.00 worth of bonds each month. Bonds are due us for the months of August thru December 1950 – a total of 5 months. In lieu of the bonds which cannot be allotted from this combat zone, I have been paid the money - a total of $562.50 for $750 worth of bonds. I want you take the money orders and buy bonds = co – beneficiary =

now, $692.00 of the $700.00 enclosed will buy a total of $925.00 worth of bonds.

(Money orders Numbers: 902, 903, 904, 905, 906, 908 and 909)
Buy them and let me know when it has been done. The M/O's have already been signed by me. All you need to do is to take them to the post office or bank and purchase the bonds without cashing them. The extra money $138.00 came from savings elsewhere.

I mailed you three days ago the signed insurance dividend check to be deposited in my check account. Better still... if you can purchase bonds with the check less. I prefer this move to letting the checking account receive it without interest.

I mailed my leather bag home. It has been banged up quite a bit in this Korean war. In the bag are some candies & chewing gum for the children and cigarettes for you. I have peeled some to one bed roll and one foot locker. It's
Buy them and let me know when it has been done. The M/O’s have already been signed by me. All you need to do is to take them to the Post Office or bank and purchase the bonds without cashing them, the extra money $138.00 came from savings over here.

I mailed you three days ago the signed Insurance dividend check to be deposited in my check account. Better still ... if you can purchase bonds with the check, do so. I prefer this more to letting the checking account receive + hold it without interest.

I mailed my leather bag home. It has been banged up quite a bit in this Korean war. In the bag are some candies + chewing gum for the children and cigarettes for you. I have peeled down to one bed roll and one foot locker. It’s
easier to cart around over these bad, rugged Korean roads.

Please thank Eva for writing me. I want to ask plan to write her + the Rev. Hoggard but just can't find time to write anybody else but you ... and sometimes can't write you as regularly as I want.

We're getting ready to push the Chinese out of Seoul pretty soon. However, you'll hear about it via newspapers.

Write that real estate man in Onset again. Take the Dr. Jangston case to the rental authorities today if you haven't already. It's the safest way for you since I am not there.

Love, Laverne.
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    Please thank Eva for writing me. I want to and plan to write her + Ed the Rev Hoggard but just can’t find time to write anybody else but you...
... and sometimes can’t write you as regularly as I want.

    We’re getting ready to push the Chinese out of Seoul pretty soon. However you’ll hear about it via Newspapers.

    Write that Real Estate man in Onset again. Take the Dr. Langston case to the Rental Authorities today if you haven’t already. It’s the safest way for you since I am not there

Love

    Ivorey Cobb